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Completed in addition to the buyer’s home inspection to determine if there are any issues the seller should

address and/or repair before home is offered for sale. This is a recommended component of an ERA® Gold Star
Property. Listings that do not participate can still be marketed as an ERA® Gold Star Property.
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Based upon a survey conducted by The International Association of House Staging Professionals® and

StagedHomes.com® of over 1,000 houses (62% vacant, 38% occupied) across the Continental US and Canada
prepared for sale by Accredited Staging Professionals (ASP®) in today’s market.
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ERA Gold Star Property offers very clear
advantages for you and the buyer:
®
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era gold star
property
®
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 rovides a comprehensive plan for
P
showcasing a property’s attributes.
Provides peace of mind for everyone.
Encourages quicker sales at attractive prices.
Stands out in ERA.com online search.

ERA Mortgage, 1 Mortgage Way, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054. NMLS #2726. Alaska Licensed Mortgage Lender

#100176, 800-446-0964; Arizona Residential Mortgage Licensee #BK 0903622; Licensed by the Department
of Corporations under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act; To check the Colorado license
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Contact your ERA Real Estate sales associate today to learn how you can
enroll in the ERA® Gold Star Property program.

Mortgage Corporation. ERA® and the ERA Logo are registered trademarks licensed to ERA Franchise Systems
LLC and used with permission. Equal Housing Lender.
* Source: American Home Shield.
** Based on competitive market analysis.
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A smart move.

ERA Gold Star Property
®

1
Take a smarter approach
to selling your home.
Once you make the decision to sell your home, it’s time to start
preparing it for sale. You want to maximize its value and minimize
the amount of time your house sits on the market. It may seem like
an easy task, but it may be more challenging than it appears.

set the stage
GET INSPECTED
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GET READY

prepare your house

identify
Highly Recommended

less time on the market 2

this
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distinguishes your

Take our advice

180

PROPERTY on ERA.com

NOW AN ERA GOLD STAR
PROPERTY

DAYS

Listing period with

your ERA Agent

5%

of AGENT

recommendation**

access to invaluable insights and provides a clearly defined action
plan to help you implement our most effective techniques. Your
ERA Real Estate sales associate will work closely with you to help
you complete each step in the process.

era gold star property
®

And
ERA® Gold Star Property

marketing materials

property so it will appeal to a larger pool of buyers and attract offers.
This comprehensive program from ERA Real Estate gives you
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TAKE PHOTOS
Staged homes are more
likely to be shown.

Stand out
with a
yard sign

Price your home within

®

ERA® Gold Star Property is designed to help you prepare your

94%
sell in
about
29 days
or less.2

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

We can help.

83%

Include a seller’s
disclosure report to
reduce uncertainty
for you and the buyer.

needed repairs
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Staged homes spend up to

give full
disclosure

PROPERTY PROTECTION
Purchase an ERA Home Protection Plan®,
administered by American Home Shield®.

s o ld

Closing
OFFERING PEACE OF MIND

HoUSEs protected

by the plan sell

15%

faster * on average

$1,000

Credit toward closing
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on ERA Gold Star Properties
®

SHOW OFF
Agent schedules open house
for potential buyers to view
your ERA® Gold Star Property.

Customers must purchase an ERA® Gold Star
Property and finance the property through ERA
Mortgage to be eligible for the $1000 lender
credit at closing. Available only for conforming,
fixed rate loans which are conventional or FHA/
VA. Not available for jumbo, adjustable rate or
USDA-guaranteed loans. This offer cannot be
combined with any other offer. This offer may
affect your mortgage interest rate.

No unexpected surprises for BUYERS.
Greater peace of mind for ALL.

GET STARTED
TODAY.

Curb appeal starts when potential buyers see images of the house online — clean, staged and clutter-free. Staging the property transforms

Contact your ERA Real Estate

everyday living space into a home that buyers can visualize as their own. Identifying needed repairs upfront makes for a smoother transaction.

sales associate today to learn how

®

®

Purchasing an ERA Home Protection Plan helps protect the buyer from the cost of unforseen repairs after closing. As an ERA Gold Star

you can enroll in the ERA® Gold

Property, your house will be seen as truly move-in ready and gives the buyer all the information they need to make an informed decision.

Star Property program.

